Wiring diagram for viper 5704

Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Nice write up. I
am looking for a wiring diagram for a Tacoma,where did you find your diagram I am going to
install a remote starter. Bulldog told me it was the same as wiring. But it bothers me that the 2
site shows different -. Check it out.. Last edited: Apr 6, RubberDucky , Apr 1, Ducky, thanks for
your contributions to this thread. Im installing a in my 06 DCLB. The diagram you posted up in
your edit that says its the proper way, that is a 1N diode between 85 and 86 on the relay right?
Joined: Nov 6, Member: Messages: 8, Anyone see what "Directed" did? You warranty is void
now if an authorized installer didn't do the install. Riverdog , Apr 1, I was pissed when they
changed policy on this. Has anyone installed a viper or python which are the same i know, in
their DCSB. I just got one python from Amazon and would like a wiring diagram for it, if
available please. I can wire it, just need a good schematic or diagram. CruzsSR5 , Apr 2,
Anybody know the proper way to wire in the DEI Back up battery? I also have the audio sensor
add on to wire in. Piezo siren should be easy, just wire up with the main siren right? Ditch the
backup battery. Do a multiple CAR battery install. It will confuse the shit out of any would be
theives. They open the hood after disarming hood pin alarm of course , and BAM Riverdog , Apr
4, I started on this project today, initially it seems way overwhelming. However, if you stick with
it and proceed in an orderly fashion you'll gain confidence. I spent about 8 hours today and
finished all the wiring. I probably still have hours left for tomorrow, just hooking up the brain
and bypass, programming, etc. For the hood pin I drilled a hole on the bar that the driver
headlight attaches to, as this provided a solid contact area for the plastic top of the hood pin.
None of the existing holes would work well. For the exterior siren I drilled 2 holes in the top of
the wheel well and used lock nuts on the bottom side. Im working with Riverdog to clarify the
write-up and work through any diagram errors. Anyone who has been following the thread
should notice quite a few changes coming. Ill also have supplemental pictures to put up of the
pre-wiring relays, etc , unfortunately nothing of the in car wiring as that would have been a
major hassle. So far I only have had 3 solder burns, one on my head from squirming around
under the dash with the iron lol. I haven't gotten electrocuted yet so this project is going great!
Ill update tomorrow. What a project! Nothing quite like hearing your exhaust purr from outside
for the first time as it starts Ive pointed out a few issues to Collin and he will be updating the
write up. I promise pictures in a few days, my neck and back are so sore from being under that
dash right lol. I am looking into getting the Is there any options I need to get other than the
stock unit. My wife has a viper that when running and parked. U can press remote start and it
will beep and u can turn key off get out lock it while truck stays running. Is that an option type
thing or is it stock. Glocker23 , Apr 6, Well if your wife has a viper I assume that ours does too.
Its likely a programmable option, theres LOTS of them lol. For add ons I got a window break
sensor and backup battery. I think that should cover me pretty well including the stock option
Shock Sensor. Riverdog , Apr 7, Hey Glocker, I went to get my mail and for shits an giggles
pressed the remote start button once it was in park. I removed the key and it kept running!
Super nice because I am then able to get my mailbox open without turning the truck off and on.
So no programming is needed! Show Ignored Content. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently
viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links:
Radio help What are some good components on a budget? Post Reply. Azntrutek , Dec 8, Rich ,
Dec 8, RubberDucky , Dec 8, Last edited: Apr 4, Riverdog , Dec 9, Azntrutek , Dec 9, Rich , Dec 9,
I asked a question over on The12Volt to see if I could find out some more about the wiring of the
2nd ignition in the Tacoma. I am not sure if this applies to the earlier models This diagram
shows the wiring.. Its a tad confusing because of overlapping lines. RubberDucky , Dec 20, Is
the bypass module still required if not connecting and using the remote start on the alarm?
Jpmag69 , Dec 24, I didn't know if you got that relay installed on that but I can post how I wired
mine. I consider it pretty simple. But I did alot of research because this was nothing like a
speaker or stereo installation. I will post some of the places I did my research hopefully it helps
you or other people doing the exact same thing on thier Tacomas. I don't understand that wiring
diagram from The12volt. Works perfectly. Never give up hope I have been reading into this for 3
weeks now. I installed a remote starter on my wifes Tacoma. After 3 weeks of researching how
to install a unit like this I started the truck with the Ultra Start XR PRO out of the box after
making all of the connections. I researched correct way to do this by reading what others have
done wrong, or right. This site has been such a great help to me, and I find joy in helping other
people. If anyone has any questions I would be more than happy to try to answer them. I am not
a best buy installer or anything, but I feel I did a better job than best buy because of how I
installed it. My system had an internal relay revert a wire to second ignition, by default say the if

the battery ever went dead or what not. Well you could program the system to use that as a
second starter wire as well. I didn't know if hooking a starter wire with the ignition wire from the
start was going to work right, and if the battery ever went dead then that wire would revert back
ignition only anyways. So it was time fore me to learn how to Wire a relay. The remote starter
only has 1 starter wire so you need a relay to make 2 starter wires for the remote starter to
operate correctly, and your vehicle as well. There are 3 videos that will come up for moss. If you
are trying to do one of these on your Tacoma I would advise learning what a relay is, and why
you need it, and the most important thing HOW IT WORKS Here I learned that a relay is just a
magnetic switch with 1 prong grounded, another prong has 12 volts running into it, another
prong has your starter 2 wire only connected, and the last prong has your starter 1 wire from
your vehicle, and your starter 1 wire from your remote starter. The place I bought the remote
starter said just connect the 2 starter wires together to the remote starter. So I asked myself
why does our truck have 2 starter wires in the first place if I can just connect both of them
together then wouldnt there be only 1 and maybe 2 times thicker? After doing some reading
some people actually had mechanical failures who connected both starter wires together while
doing there remote starters. I guess some starter wires have something to to with the
transmission, just like the ignition has to do with the engine timing and spark. I chose to leave
the ignition 2 wire of the remote starter to its default ignition 2 so I would not damage my engine
or transmission down the road. I also chose to wire a relay for a second starter wire add-on.
Tach is your system measuring the voltage of your electrical compenants to know the engine is
started and to stop cranking the starter. The older systems all have a wire tach, and do not have
a virtual tach. My system is supposed to measure the voltage from the time I hit the button with
virtual tach, but I dont know how reliable this virtual tach is so my newer system has both.
Because I dont know how reliable this virtual tach is I wired the tach wire. From the time I hit the
button on the remote I know it is being monitored through that wire. Because of that hard-tach
wire my remote starter should NOT grind my starter damaging the teeth on my starter, and
flywheel. The following link is where I got vehicle specific wiring. I studied the picture for 3 or 4
days before I got the bright idea and courage to print it off and disassemble the the interior in
the truck and take a look. It even tells you how to!!!. The foot-rest just pops off which it doesnt
tell you, and next to that foot-rest there is a plastic cap screw that screws onto a stud. You have
to remove the foot-rest to get to the plastice screw. What puzzled me here first was how to get
the foot-rest off without breaking it. The foot rest just pops off I dont remember where I read that
off of but probably this site. The picture shows where the foot-rest was, and the cover next to it
removed. After the foot-rest is removed, unscrew the plastic cap screw and just pull straight
toward you on that side cover. Don't forget the screws behind your steering wheel Before you
can finally pull the battery cables. I connected all of my wires with the battery cables
disconnected. I also verified the information on The 12 volt. I also used masking tape to lable
my remote starter wires with their corresponding Tacoma Wires. This was my first time doing
this. I have wired radios, and speakers and such. But I have never wired a remote starter before.
Let me know if you have questions, and also if my post helps somebody I would like to hear as
well. If information on how I wired my relay is needed I can try to post that as well, but just like
remote starters I am new to this forum so I am finding my way around. You have 2 12 volt wires.
Starter 1 Wire! Starter 2 wire! I have been trying incredibly hard to figure out how to wire this
freaking relay and there are a million different ways I have been told to do it, so I am going to
make one post to rule them all, one post to find them, one post to bring them all and in the
darkness bind them! Sorry just saw the Hobbit.. An alternative power source would be the thick
white wire going to the fuse box. Take another piece of extra wire 6-ish inches and solder it to
pin 87 of the relay. Now solder on one of the 20 amp inline fuses to the wire coming from pin 86
of the relay. Solder the other 20 amp fuse to the wire coming from pin 87 of the relay. Solder
some extra wire ish inches to pin 30 of the relay. Diagram "Do it they way Kreg is showing you. I
have wired literally hundreds of second starters this way RubberDucky , Jan 1, So I've been
working
2015 ford explorer custom
1997 jeep cherokee laredo
ebay pen
on my remote start, surrounded by some very discouraging older mechanic-type guys, and all
was going really well honestly, a few issues with the wiring diagram on bulldogs site being
totally wrong for my year truck. I was working on the drivers side dash fusebox and I was trying
to view the back, so I was pulling on it a bit like an idiot. I'm still in the shop on my phone but
hopefully I can figure out how to reassemble it without making the freaking truck start every
time I give it power back. RubberDucky , Jan 5, On the new models does any one know if there

is already installed a connecter plug to install a remote stater without having to cut into the
wirering harness. The key pad I have does have a chip in it. I wonder if Toyota will be making
one in the near future as an add on. Joined: Nov 6, Member: Messages: 8, TurboGT , Jan 14,
Show Ignored Content. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

